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Reserve these books
New in November 2014
A Thousand Pieces of You by Claudia Gray
"When eighteen-year-old Marguerite Caine's father is killed, she must leap into different dimensions and versions of
herself to catch her father's killer and avenge his murder"-- Provided by publisher.
Stranger by Rachel Manija Brown and Sherwood Smith
"Generations after an unknown Change eliminated electricity and gave people unusual powers, the Southern
Californian town of Las Anclas must deal with the consequences when a teenage prospector comes to stay"-Provided by publisher.
Catalyst by S.J. Kincaid (Insignia, book 3)
"Tom Raines and his friends return to the Spire for their third year as superhuman government weapons, but the
rules have been changed and Tom's training is put to the test"-- Provided by publisher.
Crashland by Sean Williams (Twinmaker, book 2)
"In this sequel to Twinmaker, the world's teleportation network has crashed, armies of dupes are attacking and
Clair must determine her allegiances, figure out how to find her mysterious online friend called Q, and stay
alive"--Provided by publisher.
New in October 2014
In a Handful of Dust by Mindy McGinnis (Sequel to: Not a Drop to Drink)
"In a barren land, teenage Lucy is taken away from the community she has grown up i and searches the vast
countryside for a new home"--Provided by publisher
Dead Zone by Robinson Wells (Sequel to: Blackout)
"America faces invasion by a hostile nation, and Aubrey, Jack, and a group of other superpowered teenagers are
its only defense"-- Provided by publisher.
In the After Light by Alexandra Bracken (The Darkest Minds, book 3)
"When the Children's League disbands, Ruby rises up as a leader and forms an unlikely allegiance with Liam's
brother, Cole, who has a volatile secret of his own, to free thousands of other Psi kids suffering in government
"rehabilitation camps" all over the country"--Provided by publisher.
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Echoes of Us by Kat Zhang (Hybrid Chronicles, book 3)
Fifteen-year-old Addie and Eva, still sharing a body as they fight for hybrid freedom, jump at the chance to go
undercover and film the wretched conditions of a hybrid institution, but they price they might pay for the hope of a
better future is higher than they could have imagined.
The Aftermath by Jen Alexander
Since the spring of 2036, when Nashville became polluted and desolate, Claudia and a few other survivors must
endure with the ever-present threat of cannibals.
BZRK Apocalypse by Michael Grant (BZRK, book 3)
In the concluding book in the BZRK trilogy, was is again being waged in the macro and nano, and Lear's identity is
finally uncovered.
Stitching Snow by R.C. Lewis
A futuristic retelling of Snow White in which seventeen-year-old Essie, a master at repairing robots and drones on
the frozen mining planet Thanda, is pulled into a war by the handsome and mysterious Dane after his shuttle
crash-lands near her home.
Undivided by Neal Shusterman (Unwind Dystology, book 4)
Three teens band together in order to sway the government to repeal all rulings in support of a procedure in which
unwanted teenagers are captured and are unwound into parts that can be reused for transplantation.
New in September 2014
Nil by Lynne Matson
Transported through a "gate" to the mysterious island of Nil, seventeen-year-old Charley has 365 days to
escape--or she will die.
The Rule of Thoughts by James Dashner (The Mortality Doctrine, book 2)
"Michael is a skilled internet gamer in a world of advanced technology. When a cyber-terrorist begins to threaten
players, Michael is called upon to seek him and his secret's out"--Provided by publisher.
Hunt for Jade Dragon by Richard Paul Evans (Michael Vey, book 4)
Michael, Taylor, Ostin, and the rest of the Electroclan head to Taiwan in search of nine-year-old child prodigy Lin
Julung, or Jade Dragon, who the Elgen kidnapped for Hatch's army of electric children.
The Infinite Sea by Rick Yancey (The 5th Wave, book 2)
As the 5th Wave rolls across the landscape, Cassie, Ben, and Ringer are forced to confront the Others' ultimate
goal: the extermination of the human race.
Falls the Shadow by Stefanie Gaither
When her sister Violet dies, Cate's wealthy family brings home Violet's clone who fits in perfectly until Cate
uncovers something sinister about the cloning movement.
In the End by Demitria Lunetta (Sequel to: In the After)
An escaped Amy fights her way to the Fort Black survivor colony to find Kay's brother, Ken, in order to rescue Baby
from the sinister Dr. Reynolds.
Far Dawn by Kevin Emerson (The Atlanteans, book 3)
"Atlanteans Owen and Lilly navigate the frozen arctic hoping to find the Paintbrush of the Gods--an Atlantean
technology that can reverse the course of climate change--before the evil Project Elysium does."--Provided by
publisher.
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